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SUMMARY
For turbomachinery with low natural frequencies, considerations have been
recently required for rotor vibrations caused by external forces except unbalance
one, such as foundation motion, seismic wave, rub and so forth. Such a forced
vibration is investigated analytically and experimentally in the present paper.
Vibrations in a rotor-bearing system under a harmonic excitation are analyzed by
the modal techique in the case of a linear system including gyroscopic effect. For a
nonlinear system a new and powerful quasi-modal technique is developed and applied to
the vibration caused by rub.
From the above analyses the following results are derived.
I. In a high speed rotor, two resonances of a forward whirl motion and backward one
are induced under a directional external excitation, because of large gyroscopic
effect. Although rub of rotor usually causes instability, it is possible to
stabilize the rotor vibration by selecting a rubbing stopper suitable to each
resonance severity.
2. In a low speed rotor such as a vertical pump with small gyroscopic effect, a
response is a directional vibration within limits of no rubbing. However, when a
rotor begins to rub, a directional respose changes to a stable forward whirl
motion due to the nonlinearity in the water bearing.
These analytical results characterized by gyroscopic effect and bearing
nonlinearity are confirmed by excitation tests of a high speed spin rotor and a pump
model rotor, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many studies deal with vibration responses for some kinds of excitation in
structure dynamics. However, a response of rotor under external excitation shows
different features of motion from that of structure, i.e. forward whirl motion and
backward whirl motion at each resonance. Some papers (ref. I, 2) describe such a
response of a rigid rotor.
In this paper, a general description of a forced vibration in linear rotor-
bearing system is given and a rub vibration induced by contact between a rotor and a
stator is also included in the discussion on nonlinear rotor dynamics.
Two kinds of rotors are selected for the study of rub vibration. The one is a
rotor with high speed rotation and large gyroscopic effect. The stopper effect for
the suppression of a rotor vibration due to rub is discussed. The other is a pump
model rotor with low speed rotation and water lubricated bearings. Nonlinearity of a
water bearing and rub vibration of a journal are considered.
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SYMBOLS
B_, B_ ; modal quantumin state equation
Cg ; gyroscopic matrix
C_ ; modal gyro
Cf, Cb ; complex type of dampingmatrix
Cij (i,j = x,y) ; damping matrix
F ; external force
i ; imaginary unit
I d ; transverse momentof inertia of a disk
Ip ; polar momentof inertia of a disk
Kf, Kb ; complex type of stiffness matrix
Kij (i,j = x,y) ; stiffness matrix
K ; stiffness of stopper with a clearance
K_ ; modal stiffness
m ; massof a disk
M , M_; massmatrix , modal mass
S, Si ; normal coordinate
t ; time
- Qx + iQy ; nonlinear restoring forceQz _ = x + iY ; rotor absolute displacement
2o = _o + i_o ; foundation absolute displacement
z = Z - go ; rotor relative displacement
; clearance
= - _/IAI ; modal damping ratio C/Cc
2i, A_ ; complex eigenvalue
; friction factor
; excitation frequency
_,_i ; eigen vector
a),_, , _b ; natural frequency in rotation
60n ; natural frequency in no rotation
5Z ; rotational speed
2. EQUATION OF MOTION AND MODE SEPARATION
2.1 Equation of Motion in Rotor-Casing System
The equation of motion on a coordinate system fixed in the space is derived for
entire system including a rotor, bearings and casing, as shown in Fig.1. The system
is discretized by a beam model along longitudinal axis with _ -direction.
Representing the absolute displacements at each location of a rotor with X and Y and
that of a casing with x and y , the equation of motion is given as follows
(l>
PI_ +32_ • gyx (_-zo)+ Kyy(Y-_o)+Cy_()-Xo),dyy(_-_o)_Qy
where Qx and Qy are nonlinear restoring forces.
A complex numbered type of displacement is introduced here for the sake of
convenience of description.
Z : X + iY zo : xo + iy o (2)
QB
Since the acceleration zo (t) of the foundation of the casing is usually measured, the
equation (I) is rearranged to obtain the acceleration excitation of foundation.
Applying relative displacement z=Z-Zo, where the rotor motion is measured with
respect to the casing motion, the following equation of motion is obtained from Eq.(1).
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This formula is fundamental for the study of vibration under seismic excitation in
rotor dynamics.
In the formula, the second term with the coefficient of rotational speed _shows
gyroscopic effect which exists only in a rotor system. The matrices M and Cg consist
of inertias of each disk on a shaft in the following forms.
M _ _ia_l ( ....._,i_ .... ) (4 )
Therefore, if the casing movesin a parallel waywith acceleration _:[£,a_,:O],
excitation force, stated on the righthand side of Eq.(3), reduces to only inertia
force MZoof mass as usual:. On the other hand, if the casing is rocking in a non-
parallel way with _=[#o, _o], an additional force -_& adds up the excitation
force. That is a gyroscopic moment which is proportional to a polar moment of
inertia of disks and rotational speed.
2.2 Response at Each Mode
Table I is utilized to derive the modal response at each mode based upon
orthogonality of eigensolution. There are two columns I and II in Tab.1. One of
them concerns with a rotor system suspended vertically and the other one with a
horizontally suspended rotor system. The former one indicates a free motion with a
circular whirl and the latter one indicates a motion with an elliptical whirl. This
classification is due to symmetry or asymmetry in bearing dynamic properties.
For each case, it is assumed that eigensolution of free equation of motion
indicated in the line No.3 of table I is given by the formula as shown in the line
No.4. The corresponding eigenvalue problem is obtained, and orthogonality condition
is guaranteed in the forms given by the line No.8.
Therefore, by using these eigensolutions of free vibration, it is possible to
separate a general response into each mode response on normal coordinate system.
From a physical system with symmetrical bearings of I in Tab.1 to a normal coordinate
system, the modal transformation is defined by the relationship as follows.
(5)
The state equation with normal coordinate resulted by post-transformation becomes
g F (6)
where _= 1 t _ _/_M'_ +
-._, < M¢,_..C/K<. -. ,3*--.*_,','+K _" K*
The normal transformation for a system with asymmetrical bearing of II in tab. I iS
also derived by the same manner.
3. HARMONIC FOUNDATION EXCITATION
3.1 Harmonic Excitation
The external force in the equation of motion Eq.(3) becomes
F:- _-;: - __ _o (7)
where the harmonic acceleration in a certain direction e.g., fixed at X-axis
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Zo-- & uBs #fi (8)
is substituted into Eq.(7). Then, the external force is defined as following
exponential expression.
F:-(M* -_---C_) -_-- e -- (M--_ q)-_ e- (9)
Movements of the foundation in parallel and rocking motions are generally included in
the amplitude a of an acceleration. As usual, in the ease of no rocking motion the
external force is simplified into the following formula.
& C_t a_ -[pE
F = - M.-_- e -- M-_- C (9')
As the one directional force acts upon the rotor, it is equivalent to two whirling
forces expressed by exponential form, with forward component _ and backward component
Now, suppose that an eigenvalue A--_÷C_ _>0) with a rotor in rotation is
obtained, a resonance occurs when excitation frequency # comes close to a natural
frequency_ i.e., W_ • On the other hand, the conjugate value _o-_-_ does not
become an eigenvalue in rotor system, because of gyroscopic effect. So no resonance
appears at the condition of -W _ -_ Therefore, it is clear that only one of the two
whirl forces contributes to a resonance.
Each whirl force, divided from one directional harmonic force, has half of the
magnitude of one directional force. Then the rotor response on a resonance, while in
rotation, is reduced to about half of the amplitude, compared with the one with no
rotation.
3.2 Features of Response
Some features appearing in the response are summarized for a vertically suspended
rotor here. A modal response corresponding to an eigenvalue and also to an eigen
vector is obtained by substituting Eq.(9') into Eq.(6).
5(6)= s" _-m z *--(v -m z . (lo)
[I] Forward Whirl Resonance; As the conditionY_} with the relationship
between eigenvalueA =-_+[_#and exciting frequency _ , a forward whirl resonance
becomes remarkably large as described in the first part of Eq.(10).
S(_) _ -L _qb_ 1 a c (_C -290°)
6 (ii)
1
The phase relationship between rotor position and exponential exciting force is
shown in Fig.3, for three instances of pre, on and post resonance when the excitation
frequency is swept. The phase lag of rotor behind the force is 270 deg. when just on
a resonance in the X-direction. And it is less than 270 deg. at pre-resonance and
more than 270 deg. at post-resonance.
[2] Backward whirl Resonance; When the relationship between eigenvalueA=-_-i_b
and excitation frequency _ approaches the range of -De-i_, the rotor response
becomes a backward resonance, as described in the second part of Eq.(10).
-_(_-zTo ° )
The phase lag of rotor behind the force is 270 deg. when just on a resonance. And it
is changing from less than 270 deg. to more than 270 deg. through the resonance as
shown in Fig.4.
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[3] Whirl Motion; The rotor has two eigenvalues which correspond to a mode
shape. These values are different from conjugate relation and are independent from
each other. Here the forward natural frequency is higher than the backward one.
Therefore, whenrotating the rotor at a high speed, the response whirl motion is
changing from left to right as shownin Fig.5, corresponding with increase of
excitation frequency. At the beginning the backward resonance occurs with a circular
orbit, and later on through elliptical orbits the f6rward resonance appears again
with a circular whirl orbit. On the boundary line, between forward direction and
backward direction, an elliptical whirl orbit becomesa straight line thus whirl
direction can be interchanged.
[4] Low Gyroscopic Effect; In the case of low gyroscopic effect such as low
rotational speed or small disks, forward eigenvalue and backwardone corresponding to
an eigen modeare not independent of each other, and they approach to a conjugate
relation. The typical state such as low gyroscopic effect leads to dynamics of
nonrotational rotor. Eigenvalues maintain conjugate form, for example,
Resonanceresponse is described by the following form
S(_) _ Z K _ _p__ C + -_-_ _ B _ (13)
such that rotor, vibrating only in X-direction, coincides with the direction of the
acting force without a whirl motion.
3.3 Harmonic Respose Curve
Figure 8 shows the response curve under harmonic excitation. In the case of
=0 i.e., no rotation, a resonance peak appears. On the other hand, at high speed
rotation two resonance peaks appear with backward whirl and forward whirl. The
separation of a peak into two peaks is due to gyroscopic effect or rotor rotation.
This figure is described by nondimensional frequency and amplitude, which are normal-
ized by the values of the resonance frequency and amplitude at no rotation,
respectively. The peak at the forward resonance is less than the half of the peak
at the resonance in no rotation, because of_/_ Ziin Eq. (ii). On the other hand,
the peak at the backward is more than the hal_ of _hat, because of_/_ _ l in Eq.
(12). Therefore it is clear that these two peak amplitudes reduce to about half of
the amplitude at no rotation and the backward amplitude is slightly higher than
the forward one.
4. SEISMIC EXCITATION
Instead of equation of motion in physical coordinate system, the state equation
in normal coordinate system is used for analysis of time history response caused by
seismic excitation. In Eq.(6), an arbitrary external force
- (14)
is defined by insertion of the acceleration _'o measured in the field. Substitution of
Eq.(14) into Eq.(6) and integration of the resulting equation gives time history
response of rotor in normal coordinate system. In order to return the normal response
to the response in physical system the following relationship is used:
('_) = .z_ (_[ S_ #_) (15)
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5. SEISMICEXCITATIONWITHNONLINEARSYSTEM
Here we discuss a rotor vibration induced by seismic excitation which becomes
larger than the clearance between a rotor and a stopper. In such situation the rotor
begins to contact the stopper fixed on the casing.
In this rub vibration, the response on normal coordinate system is given by
Eq.(6) and the external force is defined as follows.
gl
F= - - ÷ (16)
The force Qz is a nonlinear restoring force generated by the contact of a rotor with
a stopper. The two types of configuration of a cylindrical stopper are mentioned
here.
(I) Type I contact between an outer surface of a rotor and an inner surface of a
stopper i.e., a rotor in a stopper
(2) Type Ii contact between an inner surface of a rotor and an outer surface of a
stopper i.e., a stopper in a rotor
The types I and II here are called an outer contact and an inner contact with respect
to the rotor.
Representing the stiffness of a stopper, the clearance between a rotor and a
stopper and the friction factor with K, _ and _ , respectively, the nonlinear restoring
force is defined as follows.
Q_ = F r ±c F_ + for outer contact type (17)
- for inner contact type
.here F = - K Cj zl - ) l
and F_ = _ F_ sign (angular velocity of contact face on rotor)
In the simulation of a nonlinear vibration caused by rub, the second term in
Eq.(17) indicates an unstable friction force which induces a whirl motion. Therefore,
to suppress the rotor vibration by a cylindrical stopper, the outer type of a stopper
is more effective in a rotor with higher forward resonance severity. On the other
hand, the inner type of a stopper is more effective with higher backward resonance
severity.
For the response history analysis in such a nonlinear system a quasi-modal
technique is effective, and a hybrid integration method based upon it is developed,
as described in Appendix.
6. EXCITATION TEST OF HIGH SPEED ROTOR
6.1 Harmonic Excitation
The features of a rotor response excited by a harmonic wave, stated in the
previous chapters, are reconfirmed by an experiment in which the rotor shown in Fig.7
is used. The rotor rotates in very high speed, and it has large gyroscopic effect.
The rotor is suspended by bearings at both sides. The vibration mode with a low
natural frequency is the conical mode in which the right side of the rotor vibrates
with the nodal point in the left side.
The vibration response waveform, the response curve and the Lissajous figure of
rotor motion are presented in Fig.8, including a harmonic waveform with the excitation
frequencyQ. When the rotor does not rotate, the rotor vibration response is one
directional and the resonance frequency agree with the natural frequency _n in a
structure i.e., _ :_n : 4.95 Hz.
ii0
Under a rotation of the rotor, two resonance peaks in the rotor response appear
in the backward and forward resonances at the excitation frequency _= 0.66t_)n and
= 1.21_n, respectively. The peak amplitude severity Q at the backward resonance
becomesabout half of the peak amplitude severity Qn = 156_m/gal at the resonance
of the rotor with no rotation. The other one at the forward resonance is about one
fifth of Qn- The calculated values of the resonance frequency and peak amplitude
severity, as shownin Fig.5, well coincide with these experimental values.
6.2 RubVibration
An aseismic stopper with a fine gap is installed in the rotor system with large
gyroscopic effect, as schematically shown in Fig.7. This stopper is not a usual
circular type, but one directional type with a clearance of x-direction as shown in
(i) of Fig.6.
Figure 9 showsvibration history response and its Lissajous figure of the rotor
subjected to a seismic wave. The magnitude of excitation acceleration increases in
turn by (A), (B) and (C). In the case of (A), excitation acceleration is so small
that the rotor moves in the clearance with no rub and nearly circular whirl orbit.
In the case of (B) and (C) rubs occur. Comparingthe case (C) with the case (B) a
larger acceleration causes a stronger rub between the rotor and the stopper, close to
an impact.
In the rotor system with large gyroscopic effect, the vibration of a rotor is
always generated in a circular whirl motion by an external force in one direction.
Then, vibration is satisfactorily suppressed by even one directional stopper at an
arbitrary phase location, as demonstrated in this numerical simulation. One
directional stopper is rather preferable than a circular stopper, because the duration
of rub in the former is less than one in the latter and the corresponding friction
force which induces unstable vibration becomesless.
The effect of the stopper upon vibration suppression is indicated in Fig.10.
The horizontal axis shows the maximumvalue of the acceleration in the seismic wave,
normalized by the value in which the rotor begins to rub with the stopper. The
perpendicular axis gives the value of the displacement in the response, normalized
by the clearance_ . The stable suppression of the rotor vibration is seen in the
range of about five times of the acceleration at the beginning of rub in Fig. I0.
This numerical result proves a good agreement with the corresponding experimental
result.
7. EXCITATIONTESTOF PUMPMODELROTOR
7.1 Outline of Experiment
Figure 11 shows the outline of the experimental equipment which is simplified
into a vertically suspendedpumpmodel rotor for atomic power plant. The experimertal
rotor has two disks and two bearings. A self-centering ball bearing is used at
the upper part and water is filled in the cylindrical water bearing located at the
lower part. Twoweights are added to the lower part of the rotor. An aseismic
support is located at the lowest part of the casing in order to prevent large
vibration of the casing.
The pumpmodel rotor is vertically located on a shaking table which can stand
the load of 294 kN (30 tons). The excitation wave is sinusoidal one in this test.
In this measurement_ystem, the usual way is employed, except for a load cell with
strain gages to measurethe dynamic force in the lower water bearing.
7.2 Natural Frequency
The experimental rotor is discretized by beamelement and a calculation model is
obtained as shownin Fig.11. Natural frequencies and corresponding modeshapes are
represented in Tab.2 and Fig.12,respectively.
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From the calculation results considering virtual mass effect (Ref.3) of water
and assuming water bearing stiffness of 9.8 MN/m(10_ kgf/mm) natural frequencies are
13.6 Hz and 18.0 Hz. With the stiffness of 39.2 kN/m (4.0 kgf/mm), they are 14.9
Hz, 6.4 Hz and 27.6 Hz. The former stiffness is picked up to simulate the contact
of the journal with the stator of bearing under the condition of large journal
vibration, and the latter one is equivalent to the stiffness of water bearing under
the condition of small Journal vibration. In the latter, the rotor vibrates
remarkably in the first and second modeand the casing in the first mode.
The comparison of calculation values of natural frequency with experimental
ones is presented in Tab.2. The first natural frequency of 6.4 Hz in calculation
agrees well with the experimental value of 7.0Hz. Concerning the casing mode, a
good agreement is also obtained by comparison between the calculation value of
13.6_14.9 Hz and the experimental value of 14.0 Hz.
With respect to the second natural frequency of rotor mode, the experimental
value of 18_20 Hz is negligibly different from the calculation value of 27.6 Hz
under the assumption of no contact within small journal vibration. However, in the
case of large stiffness i.e., assuming a contact in the bearing, this experimental
value becomesclose to the value obtained by the calculation. From these compar-
isons, it is estimated that the restoring I'orce with a hard type of nonlinearity
due to a contact is induced in a water lubricated bearing, and the large journal
vibration increases the bearing stiffness.
The first moderesonance does not appear remarkably in the excitation test
because of very high modal damping ratio.
As stated above, the good agreementof natural frequencies between the
calculation and the experiment suggests the reasonable modeling of the pumprotor
system, including dynamics in the water bearing.
7.3 Rotation Test
A rotation test is done before an excitation test. In this test the casing is
tightly fixed by the aseismic support with no clearance. The vibration of the rotor
itself is seen in the amplitude response curve in Fig.13. The first unbalance
resonance appears at the rotational speed of 7_ 8 rps.
The second resonance varies greatly with the unbalance. In the case of a small
unbalance, the second resonance peaks occur at the rotational speed of 17_19 rps.
It changes to 20 rps whena large unbalance is applied to the rotor. It is noticed
that the peak amplitude becomesvery sharp in this case.
The large unbalance induces a large amplitude of vibration such that the rotor
moves in a large whirl orbit in the clearance of the bearing, and the rub often
occurs. Consequently the increase of the stiffness and the decrease of the damping
effect at the bearing are induced by a large whirl motion and they lead to a sharper
amplitude and a higher resonance frequency. In fact the scratches of rub can
be seen whenopening the bearing.
The comparison between amplitude responses in the rotation test and in the
harmonic excitation test with no rotation is described in Fig.13 and 14. Both
response curves are very different from each other. In the excitation test, o_ly one
high peak appears at the excitation frequency of about 18 Hz. Its response curve is
similar to the unbalance response curve with large unbalance.
Therefore, it can be said that this excitation acceleration of 0.1G seems
to be small in value, but it has a large influence on the rotor vibration. From the
fact, an actual pumprotor with low load capacity in the water bearing is very
sensitive to an external excitation. This fact indicates the necessity of aseimic
design for a pumprotor suspendedvertically.
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7.4 Harmonic Excitation Test
Influence of someparameters on a rotor response is examinedby sweeping of a
harmonic excitation frequency.
(I) Influence of Clearance in Water Bearing
The displacement of the rotor vibration is shownin Fig.14 by changing the
bearing clearance of 0.127 mmand 0.381 mm. Here, the casing is fixed by the
aseismic stopper with no clearance. In case of 0.127 mm(normal specification),
the resonance occurs at the excitation frequency of 18.5 Hz and its peak
amplitude reaches up to the value of 760_m. With the clearance of 0.381 mm,
the corresponding peak amplitude is 580_m. As shownin the response curve with
the clearance of 0.381 mm, larger clearance results in high damping effect which
reduces the peak amplitude, and it produces a curve which shows true nonlinear
phenomenadue to a hard spring.
(2) Influence of Rotor Rotation with Fixed Casing
A harmonic excitation test is done at each rotational speed with the casing
being fixed. The rotor response and dynamic bearing load, including the
responses in X and Y direction, are summarizedin Figs.15.
Whenthe rotor is rotating and is subjected to harmonic excitation,
Y-direction vibration appears in addition to X-directional vibration. This
result indicates that a rotor response is a whirl motion, in spite of the
extremely small gyroscopic effect in the pumprotor against the fact as mentioned
in paragraph 3.2. It is seen that the hydraulic force in a fine clearance and
the rub force due to larger journal vibration cause a whirling agitation for a
rotor.
From these graphs, it is clear that an increase in rotational speed
decreases the response peak amplitude and the dynamic bearing load in X-direction.
However, the peak amplitude and the bearing load increase in Y-direction. When
a rotor is in rotation, the sumof vibration responses in both directions
becomesin balance with the power of external force. Then, it is clear that a
rotor with no rotation is most sensitive to an external force and the rotation
reduces such sensitivity.
Although two peaks are seen in a response curve just like influence
of gyroscopic effect, it is not clear why the separation of a peak appears in
spite of the rotor with an extremely small gyroscopic effect.
7.5 Whirl Orbit due to Rub
The response waveforms and whirl orbits of the journal motion at a resonance in
the sweeping test are given in Fig.16. The one directional orbit at the no rotation
changes into a circular whirl orbit with rotation due to rub. Therefore, the waveform
of the bearing load at the rotation contains the ordinary harmonic componentplus
the spiky peak componentdue to rub.
7.6 Simulation of RubVibration
A dynamic model of the water bearing is assumedby a nonlinear relationship
between the Journal of displacement and the restoring force, as described in Fig. 17.
The nonlinear stiffness K is extremely greater than the linear stiffness Ko,
like a hard type of spring.
The numerical result given in Fig.18 simulates a resonance in the harmonic
sweeping test. The journal vibration is suppressed by the bearing clearance, but the
y-directional vibration occurs simultaneously near the resonance. The waveform of
the bearing load is nearly harmonic. High spiky peak is superposed on the harmonic
one at the instance of rub, like projections on the waveform of bearing load.
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The whirl orbits obtained in the calculation of history response are shownin
Fig.19. At no rotation of 0 rps, one directional vibration is generated, coinciding
with the excitation direction. A whirl motion is induced by rub at the rotation of
24 rps.
ComparingFig.19 with Fig.16, the calculated whirl orbit at no rotation agrees
with the experimental one. With respect to results at 24 rps, they are different
from each other. The experimental whirl orbit is nearly circular and the
calculation one closes to be rectangular. The disagreement may be attributed
to the fact that a whirling force, generated in a fine gap whenthe Journal rubs
with the stator in the water bearing, and an unbalance force which actually exists
are neglected in the calculation.
The comparison of the bearing load between the experiment and calculation is
given in Fig.20. The horizontal axis shows the value assumedby a nonlinear stiffness
K. Generally speaking, good agreement is seen with respect to the harmonic component
and the spiky peak componentin the bearing load waveform.
8. CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions summarizedin this study are as follows.
(I) The modal technique is acceptable for the vibration analysis in a linear system
with rotor, casing and bearings under an external excitation, and the division
of the vibration response at harmonic excitation into each componentof
eigen modesis achieved. On the other hand, for the nonlinear vibration
analysis, a new technique called quasi-modal is developed, and a hybrid
integration method based on it is presented. The effectiveness of the new
method is proved by numerical simulations of vibration due to such rub and
nonlinearity in a water bearing.
(2) The peak amplitudes at a backward resonance and a forward resonance under a
harmonic excitation whenrotating a rotor in high speed are reduced to about
half of the peak amplitude at no rotation. It is also proved that the
backward resonance severity is slightly greater than the forward one. These
general features of rotor response at a harmonic excitation are madeclear in
relation to gyroscopic effect.
(3) The selection of a stopper for the suppression of rotor vibration i.e., inner
or Outer type, depends upon which response severity is greater between a
backward resonance and a forward one. It is verified by calculation and
experiment that one directional stopper is rather stable and effective for the
suppression of rotor vibration in the system with large gyroscopic effect,
comparedwith a cylindrical type of stopper as usually used.
(4) Very high response sensitivity of vertically suspendedrotor such as a pumpto
external excitation and rub becomesexperimentally clear, including the
dependenceon bearing clearance and rotational speed.
(5) In spite of very small gyroscopic effect in a pumprotor, the rotor response
indicates a whirl motion due to rub and nonlinearity in a water bearing, The
response of bearing dynamic load contains a ordinary harmonic componentand a
spiky componentin waveforms. It is demonstrated that these experimental values
of bearing load can be estimated by the calculation assuming a dynamic model of
a water bearing with clearance.
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TABLEI. - DAMPED EIGENVALUE ANALYSIS OF ROTOR-BEARING SYSTEM
I
2
6
7
8
ITEM I [I
Circular W1'lirl Orbit with SymmetTic Support Eliptical Whirl O¢bit with Asymmetric SupportSYSTEM
Vertically Suspended Rotor Horizontally Suspended Rotor
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES ku=kw k_=-kv.
OF" BEARING c.=Cw c_ =-cvx
MZ + iQC_ + (C_-iCc)t + (K¢-iK_t=F M2 + i_-_-._ + CIt + C_ + Krz + K_ =F
EIGEN SOLUTION z=¢e u z=@t e_t+ _eIt I Ct I _-t ¢,,f
_BO=Ae
A I i._+C_-JC_ Kd-iKc 1
+"=lx, x,J A'=t K, o j [ ]
MATRIX B,A symmetric
EIGENVALUE _=.z+iq Damped Frequency -q Modal Damping= -_r/a_v_'_q2+q2
(-o ,or,+, {=0 ,or,+,CONDITION O/ B _ +0 ,kO for/=/ +0 V_ A _/ *0 for i=/
9 FOFK_D VlE_IATION
B'(J-[_t]sJ=l_llMod(_).F
where z - Z ,A s+
=MocH _,) . s
for i= P.-2n
B*(_-[ ;_Js)=I;_](Mod( ¢r).F + Mod(_ _).F)
where z = _( _e, s, + _ _) for i-_2n
- Mod (¢, ) • s + Modf _). ]r
TABLE 2. - COMPARISON OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES
Item
vibration MoOe
CASIN_ ROTOR
I-ST I-ST I 2-NO
|
Natural Frequency, Hz
EXPERIMENT
Impulse response 14.0
bnbalance response 14.0
Narmonic excitation 14.0
CALCULATION
Water bearing (linear) 14.9
Water bearing (nonlinear) 13.6
7 17-19
No peak 18-20
6.4 27.6
Comment
18.U
Hit casing
Rotation N = 20 rps
Bearing stiffness
= 4.0 kgf/mm
= 39 KN/m (no rub)
Bearin_ stiffness
= 10J Kgflmm
= 9.8 Mh/m _with rub)
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APPENDIX
Time History Response Analysis of Nonlinear Rotor-Bearing System
by Quasi-Modal Technique
I. INTRODUCTION
In structure dynamics with many degrees of freedom of motion, time history
response analysis involves two integration methods. One of them is direct inte-
gration and the other is modal. Generally speaking, the former is accurate, but
not convenient for large structure systems because too much computational time is
required. The latter is effective due to the great reduction of freedom of motion by
the normal transformation, but its accuracy depends how many eigen vectors are
introduced in the modal matrix. Each integration method inevitably contains its
own advantages and disadvantages.
These methods are also applied for non stationary rotor vibration analysis in
rotor dynamics as well as in analyzing the gyroscopic effect and large damping force
in bearings. The authors have already presented the special form of the orthogonality
condition in rotor dynamics and the modal integration technique for analyzing non-
stationary vibration of a rotor in a system with linearity or somewhat weak non-
linearity.
In many cases, the modal technique is more convenient and powerful than the
direct one. However, even the modal technique is not perfect and is inconvenient for
time history response analysis in a rotor-bearing system with strong nonlinear
boundary conditions.
However,in our experience it is very difficult to n_erically simulate such a
vibration mode -changing due to rubbing- by the modal integration technique,which
guarantees only a linear system, and not a nonlinear one. The modal technique is
limited to linear analysis and its forcible application to a nonlinear system is
essentially unreasonable.
In this study a new method,which is exclusively applied for nonlinear analysis
is developed on the basis of modal synthesis and the substructure method. A quasi-
modal transformation is defined considering gyroscopic force and damping force
for a general rotor system. The integration method is then introduced by the quasi-
modal technique.
NOMENCLATURE
A,B: matrices after the quasi modal transformation
C : damping matrix
c* : equivalent damping coefficient for the inner system
C :
c_*: gyroscopic matrixequivalent gyroscopic effect for the inner system
F=[FI,Q2]t : external force
F1(t) : external force acting upon the inner system
Fs : force on the quasi modal coordinate system
i=/a-T : imaginary unit
K : stiffness matrix
k* : equivalent stiffness for the inner system
M : mass matrix
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Q(z2,_2,t) : resistance force acting upon the boundary point
S=[Sl,S2v,S2d]t: state vector on the quasi-modal coordinate system
sI : weighting value corresponding to _ mode
S2d=Z2 : weighting value corresponding to _ mode,i.e.rotor dis-
placement of the boundary point
S2v=_2 : weighting value corresponding to _ mode,i.e.rotor velocity
of the boundary point
t : time
z=[zl,z2] t : rotor displacement vector in a complex form (z=x+iy)
zI : rotor displacement vector of the inner system
z2 : rotor displacement of the boundary point
6 : deflection modegenerated by the forced displacement
_=_+iq : complex eigenvalue
: deflection modegenerated by the forced velocity
: matrix of the quasi-modal transformation
: eigen modeof the inner system
: eigen modeof the entire system including the inner system
and the boundary point
: rotational speed
_ij : Dirac's function
2. QUASI-MODALTRANSFORMATION
Equation of motion
This study deals with the rotor vibration in an entire system, including
bearings and disks,as shown in Fig. 1. The rotor displacement is measured on the
coodinate system of O-XY_which is fixed in the space. The complex form of the rotor
displacement is denoted here by z=x+iy for the displacements in the X-direction and
Y-direction of x and y, respectively. The equation of motion of a rotor is written
as:
M_+i _Cg_+Kfz+Kb_+Cf_+Cb_=F (1)
This equation represents the elliptical whirl motion of a rotor supported by general
bearings with asymmetrical dynamic properties. In the case of the circular whirl
motion due to symmetrical dynamic properties,
where
kxx=kyy kxy=-kyx Cxx=Cyy Cxy=-Cyx ,
the equation of motion becomes little simpler, and can be written as:
M_+i_ Cg_+Kz+C_=F (2)
To simplify the description, the vibration of a vertically suspended rotor with
symmetrical bearing dynamics is studied first and a new quasi-modal technique is
presented. This technique is also extended to general rotor vibration including
asy[_netrical bearing dynamics, but the explanation is omitted in this paper.
Discrimination of boundary point and inner system
The cantilever type of rotor, as shown in Fig.2, is selected in order to
clearly explain the concept of this new technique. In this rotor system, the left
side is a fixed point which is clearly a boundary location. A bearing with non-
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linearity is located on the right side of the rotor. It is assu_ed that the bearing
dynamic properties are not constant.
This rotor system is a typical example of a system having one changing boundary
condition. The right side is thus designated as a nonlinear boundary point, denoted
by z2. The rest of the rotor system is designated as a linear inner system, and
its displacement vector is denoted by zI.
A resistance force of Q2 acts upon the boundary point, and an external force
of FI is distributed on the inner system of the rotor.
The equation of motion (2) is rewritten, inserting displacements zI and z2,
as :
+inl Cgl 011_I] _K11K1211z1]I_1 0]IZl I =IF1(t) I - F (3)[ 0 Cg2][_2J_21 K22J[z2J C2_[z2JmQ2(z2,v.2,t
Where, subscripts I and 2 meanthe inner system and the boundary point, respectively.
Transformation modes
An arbitrary vibration mode shape in the system with a changing boundary
condition can be arranged by the synthesis of three kinds of special mode shapes, as
shown in Fig.3. The quasi-modal transformation matrix thus consists of the three
modes: _ , 6 and E . The first two modes, ¢ and 6 , are used in the conventional
methods, called the substructure technique or modal synthesis. The third mode,
,is introduced in this study for the first time and its necessity is emphasized.
mode
This is the complex eigen mode of the restricted system on the boundary point,
as shown Fig.3(a). It is obtained by damped eigenvalue solving with respect to the
M1-C_1-K11-C1 system.
-The equation of motion of the inner system becomes
M1z1+i_ CglZ1+K11z1+C1z1=0 (4)
and the free vibration solution is assumed to be given by the following formula with
the _ mode,
z= _ e %t (5)
The orthogonality condition with respect to these eigen vectors is derived as:
[kJ #J]t[ -MIO@j 0 K11JL¢klI#kkk] :6jk
[_J #]]tli_CgI+CI#K11 K11]I#kkkk]ou[
: 6jk
(6)
6 mode
This is the deflection mode when the rotating shaft is subject to forced
displacement on the boundary point,as shown in Fig.3(b). Under a load Q2*, the
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relationship between the shaft stiffness and the displacement is expressed as:
(7)
where ZI= 6 is the deflection mode
and Z2=I is the forced displacement on the boundary point. This load is equivalent
to the shaft stiffness, when the inner system is viewed from the nonlinear boundary
point, and is determined by the following relationship,
k* = Q2* = K126+ K22 (8)
mode
This is the deflection mode when the rotating shaft is subject to forced
velocity on the nonlinear boundary point, as shown in Fig.3(c). This mode shape has
not been used heretofore.
Under a load Q2*, which generates the forced velocity, the relationship in-
cluding the gyroscopic force and the damping force up to the first-order differ-
ential equation of Eq.(3) becomes
[ i01: (9)o i 2
Assuming the deflection of a nonlinear boundary point with
Z2:1 Z2:t , (10)
the deflection mode shapes of the inner system with the form
ZI: 6 , ZI: _ t+ (11)
are determined by the following relationship
:i c _g+ _c
where,
(12)
g= -K11 -I Cg I 6= K11 -I Cg1K11 -I K12
c= -K11 -I CI 6= K11 -I CI K11 -I K12
Furthermore, this load Q2* is equal to the sum of equivalent gyroscopic effect
c_* and equivalent damping coefficient c*,when the inner system is viewed from the
bSundary point. The latter values are determined by the following formulas :
Cg*=Cg2+6tCg I 6 (13)
c* :C2+_tc I 6 (14)
Where,
Q2*=k*t+i _ Cg*+e*
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It is obvious in Eq.(12) that the _ mode is generated by the gyroscopic force,
reflecting the spin effect of the rotor, and by strong damping forces in the bearings.
Thus these three modes must be considered in analyzing rotor dynamics. For ordi-
nary structure dynamics, however, the third mode is not needed for the vibration
analysis of nonrotating structures with negligible damping forces. This is why the
conventional modal synthesis techniques applied to structure dynamics employ only
the eigen mode _ of a restricted system and the deflection mode6 at a forced dis-
placement. The new technique presented here for analyzing rotor dynamics is thus
based upon a more general concept, and includes the usual substructure and modal
synthesis techniques as well as the _ mode.
Transformation of coordinate system
The quasi-normal transformation matrix is defined by analogy with the modal
transformation, as follows :
: z2 : 0 10 = _s
Zl _ _ _ S2v (15)
0 0 1 s2
The equation of motion of Eq. (2) is rewritten using a state equation :
K_.
Putting the transformation relationship of Eq.(15) into the state equation of Eq.
(16), and premultiplying the transposed matrix of the transformation matrix _ , a
simple differential equation with respect to the quasi-modal coordinate of s vector
is obtained as :
B§=As-F s (17)
where,
s=[sl,s2v,S2d] t
Lo o k
A"111o!Ii _ Cg*+C*
k*
The structures of the transformed matrices B and A of Eq.(17) are shown in
Fig.4. The matrices B11and A11 contain zero elements in the off-diagonal part,
because the eigen vectors of the linear inner system are orthogonal with each other,
and these matrices become diagonal. The rest of B matrix,B12=B21 t is equal to
the nonzero elements because there is no orthogonality in the relationship between
eigen vector _ and deflection modes 6 and _ All off-diagonal elements of the
coefficient matrices B and A are not zero,but many parts of them are.Consequently,
this transformation can not give a theoretically perfect diagonalization of the
transformed matrices, it does facilitate almost perfect diagonalization with non-zero
elements at the edge of matrix B. This transformation technique is much closer to the
modal one ; hence we call it the quasi-modal technique.
It should be noted that the almost perfect diagonalization with the non-zero
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edge can not be accomplished without the _ mode. That is why we introduce the _ mode
for this new quasi-modal technique.
In state equation (17) obtained by a quasi-modal transformation, the state
vector s contains physical coordinates of _.2=S2v and z2=s2d , correspondin_ to
the velocity and displacement on the boundary point, respectively. And the resistance
force Q2 on the boundary point is also included in the force vector Fs without
being reformed. These quantities related to the boundary point are maintained by the
same description in the physical coordinate system. Therefore,the superposing oper-
ation is guaranteed after the quasi-normal transformation, as in the same manner as
the FEM operation.
The degree of state equation (17) is equal to the degree of the modal transfor-
mation for the linear inner system plus twice the number of boundary points. Conse-
quently the scale of the problem is greatly reduced,as compared with Eq.(3) or
Eq.(17).
3. TIME HISTORY RESPONSE ANALYSIS
Hybrid Integration
The integration of the state equation (17) on the quasi-modal coordinate system
gives the time history response under an external excitation F1(t).
The vector sI of the quasi-modal vector s indicates the weighted values cor-
responding to the eigen modes of the inner coordinate system. Thus, it can be said
that the inner system is processed by the well known modal integration method.
On the other hand, the remaining elements of S2v and S2d in the quasi-modal
vector s equal the physical coordinates with the relationship
z2=s2d z2=s2v (18)
Thus, the boundary points are handle by physical quantities even in post-transfor-
mation, and are easily processed by the direct integration method.
Therefore, integration with respect to the quasi-modal coordinate s is equiva-
lent to hybrid integration where modal and direction methods are mixed, as shown
in Fig.5. The two conventinal methods have their own advantages and disadvantages,
but the advantages of both methods are guaranteed in this new method. Thus the
new technique is highly applicable to nonlinear vibration response analysis.
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Figure I. - Rotor-bearing system.
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